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Introduction
Disputes regarding trusts and estates are becoming
more and more common and can affect almost any
family. Changing family structures, where people have
second or third families, cross-border estates and more
valuable estates boosted by house prices have increased
the potential for inheritance and Will disputes.
Whether you have concerns that you have been excluded
from a Will unfairly, have not received what you expected
from an estate, or you are protecting your interest in an
estate, our Contentious Trusts and Probate team is able
to assist you in resolving your dispute. The team are long
established market leaders in this field.

Candy you have been fantastic and amazing. You will
never know how much relief you have brought me
and I feel a great weight has been lifted.
Mr H, Contentious, Trusts and Probate Client

Validity of Wills

•	The person making the Will was unduly influenced

Contrary to many people’s understanding, Courts cannot set
aside or vary the provisions of Wills simply because certain
family members consider that they have not been treated
fairly. If the Will is valid then the deceased person’s estate will
have to be distributed in accordance with the terms of the Will.

• That the Will is a forgery.

The question that frequently arises, therefore, is whether the
Will is valid. In order to be valid, a Will has to comply with
certain formalities. If the Will does not comply with these
formalities then it is of no effect.
Aside from challenging the validity of a Will because it
does not comply with these formalities, there are a number
of other bases upon which the validity of a Will can be
challenged. These in summary are as follows:

•	The person making the Will lacked testamentary
capacity;

•	The person making the Will lacked the appropriate

knowledge and approval of the contents of the Will;
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by somebody else who benefits under the Will;

If you decide to challenge the validity of a Will, you should
do so as soon as reasonably possible. We will be able to tell
you clearly whether or not there is any realistic prospect of
successfully challenging the provisions of a Will which you
are concerned about.

Issues arising during the administration
of an estate
Even if the Will is valid, numerous problems and issues
can arise in relation to the administration of a deceased
person’s estate.
We would endeavour to sort out these disputes on a sensible
and pragmatic basis. If this proves to be impossible, however,
then we are able to make appropriate applications to the
Court in order to ensure that the administration of the estate
is successfully concluded.

Claims for reasonable financial provision
from a deceased person’s estate
If a Will is valid, then the deceased person’s estate will be
distributed in accordance with the terms of their Will. This
can lead to particular injustices. An example would be a
husband who makes no, or inadequate, provision for his
surviving wife, despite the fact that they had been married
for many years.

beneficiaries; and in the case of marriage, the length of the
marriage and the contribution towards the marriage.
Any claim against the Will must be brought within 6 months
of the date of the Grant of Probate, although the Court can
allow exceptions in certain circumstances.

Construction and interpretation of Wills

Such claims are brought under the Inheritance (Provision for
Family and Dependants) Act 1975. Various categories of
people are entitled to bring a claim under that Act.

Wills are not always as well drafted as they should be. The true
meaning of the Will or various parts of the Will may be open
to different interpretations. In such cases it may be necessary
to enlist the assistance of the Court in order to determine
how the provisions of the Will should take effect.

The Court has to take into consideration certain matters, in
deciding whether or not to make an award from the estate.
Relevant factors include the size and nature of the estate;
the needs, means and resources of the person making
the claim; the needs, means and resources of the other

Issues of construction and interpretation can be awkward
and difficult to resolve. We have the benefit of being able to
call upon the expertise of our colleagues in the Private Client
team who have considerable experience in the professional
drafting of Wills and trusts.

The protection of elderly and
vulnerable people

Mediation

We live in a society where, regrettably, older people and
other vulnerable individuals become subject to unwarranted
manipulation and interference in relation to both their
personal care and welfare, and their finances. Such problems
are increasing due to people living longer, in consequence of
which, incidents of dementia and other forms of mental and
physical illness are more prevalent.
The Court of Protection is a specialist Court which exists to
protect the interests of such vulnerable people. It has its own
rules and procedures which are unique to it.
In order to understand and be able to effectively utilise the
Court in order to protect vulnerable individuals requires the
services of practitioners who have a specialist knowledge
in this area.
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In our specialist area of contentious trust and probate work,
we refer the majority of our cases to mediation.
Mediation involves the parties through their lawyers
appointing a trained mediator – very often a Barrister. A
mediation day is fixed and the parties attend the mediation
with their respective legal teams. The mediator cannot
impose a settlement on the parties. The sole function and
one which most mediators discharge very effectively is to
draw the parties to a position – a compromise – which they
can both comfortably live with.
In 85 – 90% of our cases a compromise acceptable to all
parties is reached. We prepare the case carefully in advance,
so that you are negotiating from a position of strength.

About us
We have considerable expertise and experience in
contentious trusts and probate disputes. We recognise
and understand that each individual’s requirements are
different and involve issues which are highly emotional
and of very great importance to those concerned. The
law in this area is complex. We provide a friendly and
sympathetic service to our clients in order to ease their
journey towards a resolution of the dispute in which
they have become involved.
Our team is led by Candy Stockton. Candy works closely
with a number of selected Barristers who are also
experts in the field of Wills, trusts and estates disputes, so
that when circumstances require it, there is immediate

access to additional expertise and resources.
Candy is qualified as an Associate Member of ACTAPS
and is recommended in the current edition of The
Legal 500.
The Contentious Trusts and Probate team is ranked as
a ‘Tier 2’ firm in The Legal 500 and ranked as a ‘Leading
Firm’ by Chambers UK.
The firm has a large and highly regarded Private Client
team who deal with Wills, trusts, the administration of
estates and tax issues so that we also have a wide range
of additional resources within the firm that we can call
upon as required.
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